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Disney has made its mark because it has created characters that have been relatable and when
you think about Uncle Scrooge, you are reminded of those who want more for less. In , when
Skoda came out with the Superb , that was exactly what they brought to the table considering
that there were rivals in the markets in the form of the Toyota Camry and the Honda Accord. The
big flaw that it had was on the design front and yes, it looked a bit stretched, out of proportion
even and that translated into it becoming a limo of sorts. Compared to its cousin, the
Volkswagen Passat , the Superb clearly didn't look as compact or feel like one either and there
were a lot of expectations when the company announced that the 3rd generation of the car was
on its way to India. Well, it's finally here and this is what it looks like. There's a lot that it
borrows from the other Skoda, the Octavia , and this is visible in the way it looks. But the
biggest change that we've seen in the car is its shape. The previous gen had the distinction of
being called a limo, and that was probably because of the way the C-Pillar of the car was
designed, but the 3rd gen of the Superb gets a more Coupe-ish C-pillar, which brings it in line
and makes it look proportionate. Superb Job! There are some nice touches to the other
elements in the car and even if you check out the design of the tail lamps, you understand, that
they have been shaped that way to make the car a little more aerodynamic. Well, considering
that the man responsible for the Bugatti Veyron is at the helm of affairs at Skoda's design
department, there was bound to be some drastic change. What I liked about it more is that there
is no overdose of chrome to make it look premium, instead the crystalline elements work their
magic on the car and let it do all the talking. Having said that, the Superb is taller and wider 6mm and 47mm to be precise - than the previous generation, so yes when we were driving on
the narrow roads of Mangalore and Madekeri, the width was quite evident. The wheelbase too
has increased and it now stands at mm, so 'joy to the world' for those who want to be
chauffeur-driven in this one. But then that brings us to another question, would you ever want
to drive it? We got the answer the moment we hit the twists and turns of the ghat. At the heart of
the Superb is a 1. While we got to sample only the bhp churning petrol version and might I say
it's eager and willing and comfortable too. It soaks up all the undulations and though it also
comes with a 'smart' differential for the front wheels, the softness of the suspension doesn't
really make it stand out. That said, the ride quality cannot be faulted and though it's the
'Made-for-Indian-roads' version, the ride quality is absolutely sublime. The petrol version is
made available with both the manual and the 7-speed DSG while the diesel is only available with
a DSG box. The DSG is one such gearbox that puts the fun in driving an automatic and there are
many examples of it in the market now. There was no doubt that the Superb won't be available
in it and that's what makes all the difference. While wading through traffic around the roads of
Mangalore, it does a great job of just making you relax and take you through the mundaneness
of it all. While the 4 cylinders murmur in such conditions, they start to sing when you put your
foot down. There's Nm of torque available from as low as rpm and the 7-speed DSG helps you
use every bit of it to your advantage. There might be a millisecond of a delay in changing gears
but clearly, I don't want to complain and then be called petty minded. Gear changes are snappy
and your fingers start working their way through them like a musician on a fiddle. For the
gearbox, your command is like an order from the king which has to be adhered to. The
interesting part about this is that there is hardly any electronic intervention and the auto box
will let you rev and push the needle over the redline till about rpm. Sometimes it just makes you
happy that the electronics don't take you to be a moron and this car just lets you do what you
want and probably, like a patient parent, says "Give him some time, he'll learn. However, it's at
such times that you get greedy and start wanting more and the Superb doesn't disappoint. The
steering is precise and though it might lack some feel compared to the previous gen, it's
extremely enjoyable. Though the car has been raised to suit Indian roads, there's no lack of
performance; you point and shoot and this is where you see it all come together- the steering,
power, brakes and finally the gearbox. It works as one unit and there's that instant smile across
your face. In fact, for me, there was a sense of deja vu as it reminded me of the VW Passat.
There is no dearth of lunacy and you enjoy it while you can. In fact there is no dearth of luxury
either. It comes loaded to the brim with is features like bi-xenon headlamps, electronic stability
control, a panoramic sunroof now without a rotary knob way electric adjust driver seat, a 6. But
the Laurin and Klement version comes with even more and that includes a Canton sound
system, ambient interior lighting, driver fatigue detection system, a way electric adjust
passenger seat and a three-zone climate control system. There's also a remote controlled
opening and closing system for the boot lid. On the safety front, 8 airbags come part as
standard equipment. So there's plenty on offer and it suits the bill for all those Uncle Scrooges
out there because you get less for more. So, it's competitively priced and takes on a whole
bunch of luxury car manufacturers and goes after some SUVs as well. So is it a great buy? Yes,
of course, and now Skoda has managed to appeal both; those who want to be chauffeur-driven

and those who want to get behind the wheel with the new Superb. But Skoda's target audience
are those who essentially want to driven; yet Skoda has hit the nail on the head. However, there
is a bit of gloom for those who want to book the diesel variant. The company is currently
accepting bookings, but the deliveries of the car will only begin in April and that means you
have to wait your turn. For the latest auto news and reviews , follow carandbike. Home Reviews
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included a five speed or a six speed manual gearbox , or a ZF sourced five speed tiptronic
automatic. In addition to the 1. An interior redesign completed the upgrades. A 'Laurin and
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version of the latest A5 Octavia platform , the Volkswagen Group A6 PQ46 , this Superb is a four
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all-wheel-drive with a fourth generation Haldex clutch. The wheels were choice of 16", 17" and
18". It was released for sale in the European market in June Headlights are fitted with integrated
LED daylight running lights; diodes are standard for tail lights, too. The Twindoor opening
mechanism was changed in order to provide easier operation: one button opens just the lid,
while the other opens whole tailgate. Up to now, one button was dedicated just for opening,
while the other had shifting function. Starting from January , design Outdoor package is
available for the Superb Combi. The list of features was slightly expanded too. The facelifted
Superb received the latest generation of Automatic Parking Assistant. From now on, the
passengers in the rear seats can adjust the passenger seat from the back. The electrical control
is located on the side of the passenger seat near the centre console and is thus easy to operate
from the back. Passengers in the rear can move the front seat forward and back and adjust the
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3T , incl. The third generation Superb, using the MQB platform , [19] [20] was announced in
February in time for the Geneva Motor Show , with volume production intended to start in the
middle of the year. The new model is larger than the second generation. The new generation of
direct injection turbocharged engines consisting of four cylinder units, was to include five
petrol engines ranging in size from 1. Dealer deliveries of the sedan began in June , with the
estate wagon followed in September. The Superb received very positive reviews in all foreign
tests. It also became the World Car of the Year finalist, [30] the best compact executive car and
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only bigger and more luxurious than the outgoing model, it is also considerably lighter and
expectedly, more efficient as well. Additionally, Skoda has also increased the wheelbase by
80mm for improved rear comfort, not that the Superb ever felt short of legroom at the back. In

fact, the car has truly earned its nameplate for the class-leading amount of legroom at the rear.
Raising the overall practicality quotient is the improved boot space which is now rated at litres.
As for the equipment list, the new Superb gets three-zone air conditioning, an optional electric
panoramic glass roof, automatic headlights and rain-sensing wipers, a touchscreen
infotainment system and lots more. On the outside, the Superb retains the limo-like appearance
of the old model albeit with modern design cues taken from the Skoda Vision C concept. As a
result, the model features relatively sharper detailing for the headlights and the taillights and
also looks a lot sleeker overall. The dash even mimics that of the smaller and less expensive
Octavia. The petrol engines produce between bhp and bhp while the diesel range puts out
between bhp and bhp. For the Indian market, Skoda India is likely to opt for the proven 1.
Though it is highly unlikely for the latter feature to come with the India-spec cars. The Superb,
then, is bigger, more luxurious and efficient than the outgoing model and is headed for the
Indian market either later this year or in early Considering the number of upgrades, we expect
this new model to cost slightly more, with prices ranging between Rs 22 lakh and Rs 28 lakh.
Skoda Superb []. Ex-Showroom price. Show price in my city. All Skoda-Cars. All Upcoming
Cars. The third-generation Skoda Superb has been launched for the Indian market at a starting
price tag of Rs. The third generation model has hit the Indian market at a starting price of Rs.
For better fuel efficiency and performance, the Skoda Superb has received tweaks to the engine
line-up comprising of 1. Whilst the premium sedan is powered by various choices of engines in
international markets, both the aforementioned units will be carried over from the outgoing
Superb for India. The revised 1. The diesel mill pumps out PS between 3, and 4, rpm and has a
peak torque figure of Nm between 1, and 3, rpm. The petrol engine comes mated with a
fully-synchronized six-speed manual or a seven-speed DSG automatic with manual Tiptronic
gear changing. The diesel motor transfers power to all four wheels through a six-speed DSG
automatic with Tiptronic manual gear changing. Compared to the outgoing model, the new
Superb produces 20 PS more power from petrol and 37 PS more power from the diesel engine.
The new Skoda Superb comes with a claimed mileage of The 2. The new generation Superb
measures 28 mm longer, 47mm wider and has 80 mm more wheelbase than the outgoing model.
Therefore the total length is 4, mm, width is 1, mm, wheelbase is 2, mm with the height stands at
1, mm. It accommodates a normal storage capacity of litres and 1, litres with rear seats folded
down and gross weight of just over two tonnes. Drawing design inspirations from the Vision C
Concept showcased at the Geneva Motor Show, the new Superb gets an aggressive appeal
alongside boasting a bolder stance with sharper body panels. The front fascia has been fitted
with the signature wide butterfly grille that sits in the middle of sleeker 3D headlamps angled to
perfection. The bumpers have been more sculpted than ever with horizontal LED fog lamps
accentuate the appeal. The bonnet lines look more purposeful besides sharper character lines
stretching straight to the rear through the side profile. It gets elegant electrically adjustable
Outside Rear View Mirrors, smooth creases emphasising its longer body, slopping roofline and
newly designed larger inch multi-spoke alloy wheels. The rear end has received so much
treatment compared to the outgoing model and it looks lot similar to the Volkswagen Passat.
The two-piece C-shaped LED tail lights, new rear bumper and boot lid add to its high-end
presence. The third generation Skoda Superb also features Black Decor with Ambient lighting,
power-adjustable front seat with memory and lumbar support, boss button and way adjustable
driver seat, panoramic sun roof, parking sensors, Apple CarPlay and Android Auto facilities,
automatic headlamps and wipers among several others. Add Gaadiwaadi. The bhp 1. The 2.
Later models also introduced a 1. As far as trims go, entry-level S models are better equipped
than most cars for the money, featuring a 6. However, SE adds 17in alloy wheels, dual-zone
climate control, rear parking sensors and adaptive cruise. The Superb rides and handles well,
too, if not with the outright vigour of some of the smaller VW Group cars that share its platform,
and nor does it have quite the panache of some rivals. Inside, the driving position is good; the
dashboard and major instruments and controls are all laid out in a clear and logical way, and
the quality of the materials used is high. Those after an even longer load bay can always look at
the estate version, which has an even bigger boot. What Car? These cookies are necessary for
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Imagine a car which has everything â€” space, comfort, luxury, power, performance, all you
would ever require in a car. What it does not offer, is a compromise. Launched in Europe last
year, the third generation Skoda Superb was launched in India earlier this year. Tall claims. Not
really. One look at the car and you would stop complaining. The inviting signature angular
contours cleverly placed at the four corners make the car look dynamic even when it is resting.
Headlamp cluster includes Bi-Xenon headlamps with stylishly cut crystal high beam lamps,
celebrating the renowned Bohemian glass-cutting skills. Bonnet gets muscular creases while
lower bumper houses crisp fog lamps and a sharp chrome slat running between the fog lamps.
Side profile features arrow-straight horizontal window rims and shoulder crease which emerges
from the sculpted headlamp cluster and blends into the 3D tail lamp cluster. In a nutshell,
previous two generations of Superb looked a little too fat, out of proportion because they were
just too long for their design. In fact, we would not fall behind in billing this one as the best
looking Skoda on sale today. Once inside the cabin, you immediately get the feeling of beeing
cocooned in luxury and safety. The touch and feel of the dashboard, door panels, soft leather
seat covers, was simply unmatched not only for the segment in which Superb is being sold but
also a segment above. These feature a dual tone dashboard finished in black and beige, which
is separated by a thin strip of ambient light. In the center is a 6. This allows the car to get paired
with iOS and Android smartphones with ease. The system also acts as the display unit for
reverse parking camera. There is no inbuilt navigation. Instrument control features two large
circular dials with lit needles. Between the dials is the MID. Skoda Superb also gets world
renowned digital music system with 12 speakers from Canton. The quality of surround sound
system is simply fantastic. The 3-zone Climatronic AC helps the huge cabin cool quickly, even
on a hot and humid day. Another interesting thing to note here is that the AC blowers hardly
make any sound even when set at max, something which is not seen in cars double the price of
Superb. Leather seats offer utmost comfort. Front seats offer good overall support, including
side support when you are driving enthusiastically. Speaking of rear passenger comfort, this is
where the Superb excels over rivals not in its own segment, but also from the segment above.
Three adults can easily fit on the rear seats. Each getting a 3 point seat belt and a head rest. If
there is no third passenger, you can unfold the backrest of the center passenger, and convert it
into an armrest. Thereby traveling in true luxury. Speaking of boot space, it is huge enough to fit
three fully grown adults if you need to , or else luggage for a family of five is not at all difficult to
fit in. We were left thoroughly impressed after driving old generation Superb. Having said that,
the new generation Superb raises the bar even higher. Power delivery has been refined, and so
is the transmission. Gearshifts are quick, and paddle shifters make life easier. All three variants
offer fantastic driving dynamics and handling, in spite of being such a big car. In no way are any
of them underpowered. Of the three, diesel is the most fun, thanks to a solid mid-range. Though
there is a bit of turbo lag in the diesel at the start, but once you are into the mid-range, there is
no complaining. Petrol variants are the most refined we have experienced in a long time. It
delivers power the moment you place your foot on the pedal. Power is available through a wide
range, making overtaking manoeuvres a hassle free affair. Gearshifts are quick, be it going up
or down. Suspension setup is on the softer side, very much like the old Superb. This has been
done so as to offer comfortable ride quality to passengers. But this also means that there is
some body roll. Steering wheel is light and easy to handle at low speeds, like when driving
through city traffic. On the highways, or while taking on corners, it perfectly weighs up with
increasing speed. The feedback is precise, which helps increase your confidence while driving.
The tyres offer impressive grip even when you are pushing the car on the ghats. NVH levels are
fantastic. The car is as good as silent at idle petrol variants. There is a bit of clutter in the diesel
at the start, but once you move forward, there is no complaining. You no longer need to be

worried about going over those huge even bumps out there. Easily one of the best value for
money car on offer in the premium luxury segment, Skoda Superb truly justifies its tagline â€”
Best in Next Class. Though it has its shortcomings. The instrument panel dials are not too
classy, and so is the dashboard design. Infotainment screen could have been of better quality,
and navigation is missing. But, the package, competitive pricing makes it difficult to discard the
Superb. Problem Skoda India faces is that the segment itself is diminishing. There is no clear
reason why this trend exists among car buyers in the country. Maybe they want a car which
screams about their presence on the road, or of their arrival at a fancy party. Started in ,
RushLane is India's leading auto news website. Updated daily with news on cars, bikes,
motorcycles, scooters, electric vehicles, commercial vehicles, domestic sales and exports
report, scoops, exclusive spy shots, as well as detailed reviews by experts. Sign in. Log into
your account. Forgot your password? Password recovery. Recover your password. Get help.
Sagar Patel. May 22, Multi-element axle, with one longitudinal and three transverse links, with
torsion stabilizer. Hydraulic dual-diagonal circuit braking system vacuum assisted with Dual
Rate system. That meant coming up with six or seven paragraphs about absolutely nothing at
all. Not once in more than 20 years of writing this column have I sat for quite such a long time,
watching the cursor blinking impatiently as it waits for me to write something down. Four times
the screen has gone to sleep. Who cares? It is spacious. They all had reasonable jobs, as timber
salesmen or line managers, but the company they worked for was driven out of business by
Chinese competition, so they ended up at home all day, eating biscuits and slowly coming to
realise that they neither liked nor fancied their wife any more. To get out, they bought Skoda
Octavias and set themselves up as provincial minicab drivers. Which means they now spend
their evenings mopping up sick, which is better than watching Downton Abbey with fat women
who hate them. What they really want, of course, is to give up the late-night runs full of drunken
provincial agri-yobs and get some of the airport work, because then, instead of watching
Downton with a fat woman or clearing up sick, they can stand around in arrivals at terminal 3 in
an actual suit while waiting to pick up a businessman. And run the lucky bastard home. Much
bigger. Geoff could get three adults in the back easily and every single one of their belongings
in the boot. Even if they were all compulsive hoarders. And never mind what it says on the
steering wheel about it being a Skoda. It has a Volkswagen engine, a Volkswagen gearbox and
Volkswagen electronics, and it was built by Volkswagen robots. It even has Volkswagen
economy: the manufacturer claims it will average No one. Not even the minicabbers who bought
its predecessor. And I still have words to go. The Skoda Superb estate is a five-star car. It is
beautifully made. It is equipped with everything you could reasonably expect. The brake
horsepower diesel engine is quiet and powerful. It is extremely good value for money. It is
spacious and â€” try not to laugh â€” it does nearly 70mpg. Oh, go on then. If you spend
thousands of pounds on a holiday, you want the view and the service to take your breath away.
And it should be the same thing when you buy a car. It should dazzle you. I drove for miles up
the M1 the other morning, and it was an endless procession of cars such as the Superb. Some
were Hyundais. Some were Kias. Many were Vauxhalls and Fords. And they all suffered from the
same problem. They were all average. From now on, if a car is dull, no matter how competent it
may be, it is not going to get more than two stars. Because unless the car companies start to let
their creative juices flow, people will simply stop buying cars and go for something more
convenient instead. Such as an Uber app or the number of their nearest minicab driver. Which I
guess is good news for Geoff. Cars such as the Superb are going to cause people to wonder
why they bother with the hassle or the expense of car ownership when the car itself offers
nothing in return. Which means there will be lots of business to go round. So go ahead, Geoff.
Buy the Superb. Follow Us. Published 19 May By Jeremy Clarkson. Let me show you the
Superb. Estate Skoda Superb. Trending on Social. Design of the times: Polestar electric car sets
new standards for sustainability Read More. Can I go for a drive during the Coronavirus
lockdown? Hyundai kicks off electric sub-brand with Ioniq 5 crossover Read More. Click below
to check the history of this vehicle with Motorcheck. Get History Check. To best help with your
enquire please provide as much detail as possible. Why choose AA Car Inspections? AA Car
Inspections inspect the car from the inside out. Insure this car. Full Car Accessory Shop. You
are now replying to comment: Here is the original comment that I want to reply. The new Skoda
Superb is a real head turner. The Superb is built on the Volkswagen MQB 2 platform and some
think that Volkswagen should be worried about the Superb taking customers directly off the
Passat. This new Superb was unveiled and released in It is available as a saloon and as an
estate combi. There is a generous range of engines available to the Irish market. The smallest
offering is the 1. There is a good range of diesel engines available too. The smallest of these is a
1. After driving the higher powered 2. The 2. The bhp model is also available with four-wheel
drive. This vehicle is just under five metres in length and therefore you would expect that it

suffers in terms of handling. We were surprised to find that it handled very well. The Superb is
available with special dampers that adapt to the road and drivers can choose to drive in normal,
comfort or sport. Comfort mode was the best for soaking up road imperfections. In terms of
body roll the vehicle will only suffer if you are taking corners at high speeds. The vehicle is well
composed. This is an extremely refined vehicle. The interior is brilliantly padded from external
noises and there is no major issues from road or wind noise. The engines are hushed too,
which makes driving the Superb a very comfortable experience. The Superb comes very highly
specced, even at entry level. It comes with many clever additions and it offers much more than
the Passat, the Mondeo and the Avensis. The vehicle is well connected with the driver,
passengers and the road. The infotainment system is very easy to use. Even at the entry level
the seats are very comfortable. The car comes with up to nine airbags. Like with the BMW set
up, this system maintains a certain degree of steering and acceleration while sitting in traffic
â€” it shows that Volkswagen Group are getting closer to autonomous driving. Both versions
offer best-in-class space. The boot is the biggest in its class and it offers limousine-like space
to the front and rear. The fuel economy of the new Superb has also been improved in
comparison to the outgoing model. Remember me. My CarBuyersGuide. John Doe. Add to my
Favourites. Number of views: 0. Do you need finance? I'd like to enquire about your Style 2.
Thank you! Your enquire has been sent to the Seller. My budget is 63,, please let me know if you
are able to drop the price a bit. Safety first: On occasion there are people who try to scam
customers with fake car ads. While Car Buyers Guide routinely monitors the classified ads on
our site, sometimes bogus ads can slip through. If meeting a third party, please be vigilant and
arrange to do so in a safe place and bring someone with you. Old Airport Road, Cloghran, Co.
Email Dealer Get Directions. Value your car Request an evaluation for your car against this one.
Value your car Volkswagen Polo. Yes, this is my car No, let me fix it. Value your car Make:
option 1 option 2. Model: option 1 option 2. Year: option 1 option 2. Engine: option 1 option 2.
Fuel Type: option 1 option 2. Gearbox: option 1 option 2. Motor Tax. Mileage optional km.
Second Set of Keys. Full Service History. Add image. Value your car Great! That's nearly it.
Please provide us with your contact details Full Name. Enter a password to create an account.
Annesley Williams, Dublin. Dublin North. Add-on Services - Select a service on this car. Insure
this car AA Car Inspections inspect the car from the inside out. Body Type Hatchback. Owners
2. Gearbox Manual. Mileage 60, Km. Fuel Diesel. MPG Boot Size Big. Tax Expiry -. NCT Expiry -.
Compare specs to an alternative car! Key Facts. Engine L. CarBuyersGuide Expert Rating. Tax
Band. Fuel Tank Range. Cost of filling a tank. Average Cost Per km. CO2 emmissions. CO2
emmissions standard. Brake Horsepower. Max Power kW. Displacement - CC Engine. Engine
Cylinders. Engine Position. Number of valves. Top speed. Boot capacity. All Com
chevy venture 1999
1996 oldsmobile alero
1999 vw passat owners manual
ponents. Engine, Gearbox and Drivetrain. Car Body. Roadside Assistance. Euroncap Star
Rating. Tyre size front. Tyre size back. Wheel Base. Front Track mm. Rear Track mm. Kerb
weight. Max trailer Weight Kg. Turning circle m. Technical Information. Engine Configuration.
Engine Type. Fuel Delivery. Front Suspension. Rear Suspension. Front Brakes. Rear Brakes.
This is the most comfortable saloon in its class and it has a nice selection of engines. Similar
Used Cars. Comments error. A Anonymous. There are no comments yet. You can post one right
now! Pros This is the most comfortable saloon in its class and it has a nice selection of
engines. View new versions of this car. Read CarBuyersGuide review of this car. View similar
cars in this segment. View similar cars in this price range. Value Your Car Give me a value price
on my car. Driver Reviews. Write a Review Let us know your thoughts by having your say! Write
a review. Review this car. Please fill the review field. Weekly Monthly Yearly.

